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(57) Abstract

An interactive remote auction bidding system for conducting an auction among participants located at remote locations from the

auction site utilizes a data input device for communication over a network to the auction site. Tlie system includes a data processor located

at the auction site for generating bid information for communication over the network to the remote locations. A processor located at die

auction site monitors the participants' data input devices for sensing participant bids generated by the participants* data input devices. The

system further displays visual bid information at the auction site for transmission over the netwoiic to the participants and generates audible

bid information in support of that visual bid information.
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INTERACTIVE REMOTE AUCTION BIDDING SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an interactive communications system, and more

particular^, to an interactive remote auction bidding system allowing a plurality of bidders to

participate in an auction on a real-time basis from multiple remote locations.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Remarketing surplus products is a challenge for manufacturers and dealers in many

industries, and in particular the equipment industry. Stale new inventory and '*slighdy used"

product competes for customers with goods direct from the assembly lines. Equipment

ownership and usage patterns have changed and continue to change. Whereas most new

product was once sold to end users, now many industry segments deliver more than 65% of

new product to "Rental/Lease Fleets". Equipment sold is often guaranteed for it's future

value. Customers have transferred many elements of ownership risk to manufacturers and

dealers by forcing sellers to provide rentals, leases, or future value guarantees. Consumer

preference to rent is driven by a composite of faaors including tighter lending standards, lack

of tax incentives, increasing complexity and specialization of equipment, volatility of equipment

values within their industries and increasing availability and competitiveness of short term

eqmpment rental solutions. Rentals, long term leases and "biy back" agreements provide

customers use of equipment without the ownership obligations or liabilities. Manufacturers

and Dealers remain ^'at risk" and responsible for rental, lease and "buy back" equipment until

it's ultimate sale. In view of these marketing techniques, as well as improvements in the useful

life of a product, the burden or remarketing more of these products after their first substantial

use remains with manufacturers, dealers and other rental operators. In many cases, the most

severe competition for new sales is generated by identical "used produa" rather than by new

product of competitive manufacturers.

Manufacturers and dealers have achieved success generating sales of new products,

but typically have less success remarketing used equipment and transferring ownership

obligations to end users. "After market" remarketing specialists such as brokers, traders,

import-export entrepreneurs and retail auctioneers provide needed expertise for second and

subsequent sales of equipment. These remarketing specialists sell in direct competition to new

products sold by dealers and manufacturers.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (AULE 26)
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Due to the diverse demographics of their markets, and fractured communication

among dealers, dealers' effectiveness is limited to small geographic areas in proximity to their

dealership. Dealers have limited knowledge or success trading outside local trading areas.

Manufacturers encourage "local" marijet focus. Whereas "local" focus for new equipmentm^
be effective, remaiketmg surplus equipment locally limits potential and is largelyan ineffective

and costly strategy. At the same time, effort expended, travel costs, language, currency, cultural

and informadon barriers plus lack of critical mass in any single market make venturing beyond

local trade areas expensive, risky, inefficient, and often counterproductive for dealers.

Accordingly, remarketing used equipment has been inefficient.

Conventionally, auctions of used equipment or the like require that the equipment be

brought to the auction site and presented by the seUer where die auction takes place.

Additionally, all participants to the auction must assemble at die auction site. Such an auction

tiierefore is typically limited to regional geographic areas due to the costs of assembling

equipment as weU as participants. Scale is crucial to auction success. Scale attracts buyen. The
more buyers die better die result. The more specialized die produa, die greater die distance

bodi buyer and product must travel for die auction to achieve scale or critical mass. Freight on
large equipment is expensive, and moving equipment to an auction site, and then removing the

same equipment, if not sold, produces an inefficient non-value added expense. These expenses

are further incurred by buyers traveling to auctions.

A need has thus arisen for a "real-time" auction information processing system which

enables individuals dispersed over a wide geographic area to participate in an auction widiout

gathering at die auction site. A need has fiirdier arisen for a system to allow individuals to

participate in an auction widiout requiring a large investment in a technical infrastructure at die

buyers'/bidders' remote locations.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

In accordance widi the present invention, an interaaive remote auction bidding

system for conducting an auction among participants located at remote locations from die

auction site is provided. Each of die participants at a remote location utilizes a data input

device for communication over a network to the auction site. The system includes a data

processor located at die auction site for generating bid information for communication over die

network to die remote locations. A processor located at the auction site monitors die

participants' data input devices for sensing participant bids generated by die participants' data
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input devices. The system further displzys bid infonnarion at the auction site for transmission

over the network to the participants.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and for further

advantages thereof, reference is now made to the following Description of the Preferred

Embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying Drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a block dis^am of the present systeno; and

FIGs. 2-4 are flow charts illustrating the overall process of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to FIG. 1, an interactive remote auction bidding system for conducting an

auction among participants located at remote locations is illustrated, and is generally identified

by the nimieral 10. System 10 allows participants located at remote locations 12, 12a, 12b-12n

to communicate with an auction site 14 via a communications network 16. Located at each

remote site 12 is a data input device 18. Data input device 18 may comprise, for example, a

conventional Touch Tone® telephone having a key pad which generates dual-tone multi-

frequency signals pTMF). Additionally, data input device 18 may include a celldar telephone,

two-way pager, other radio wave transmitter/transponder, or personal computer, for generating

bid acceptance data for commtmication over the network 16 to auction site 14. Each

remote location 12 further includes a display device 20. Display device 20 receives information

from auction site 14 via network 16, and may include, for example, a conventional television,

video telephone conferencing display, or a personal computer display. Communication

between remote sites 12 and network 16 takes place over communications links 22, 22a, 22b-

22n.

Communications network 16 may include, for example, and is not limited to, a

conventional telephone network, cellular network, satellite commiuiications system, cable

broadcast system, and television broadcast system. Network 16 may comprise a combination

of various types of communications systems for communicating data between remote locations

12 and auction site 14. The configuration of network 16 depends upon the type of equipment

used by participants at remote locations 12, and in its simplest form will include a telephone

switching network and broadcast television system, and in its most state of the art form, the

configuration will include the Internet.
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Auction site 14 comprises a location remote from ±e participants at which bids are
accepted and the auction is controUed. The auction is controUed by an auctioneer 24 located at
auction site 14. Auctioneer 24 functions in a capacity^ to the capacity of an auctioneer in
a typical auction where participants are located at the auction site. Equipment to be auctioned
ataucuonsite H mayor may not be p^sically present at auction site 14. Located at auction
site 14 is a receiver/transmitter processor 26 which receives and transmits bid infonnation via
network 16 to and from remote locations 12. Receiver/transmitter processor 26 may include,
for example, a dual-tone multi-frequency receiver/processor for monitoring DTMF signals

'

generated by input devices 18 at each remote site 12. Additionally, processor 26 m^ include
voice recognition technology for receiving and decoding voice input from input device 18
Processor 28 is capable of identifying and monitoring each input device 18 from a remote site

12 as well as communicating via network 16 with each remote site 12.

Additionally, processor 26 receives initialization parameters, to be subsequently
described, for the auction via a ta^inal 30. Initialization parameters are selected by auctioneer

24 and mput to processor 26 via temiinal 30. Processor 26 controls a display 32 located at
auction site 14. Display 32 displays information such as, for example, the asking bid. cuirent
bid. bidder identification, location of bidder, and lot number. Where the auction is conducted
across national boundaries, the asking bid and actual bid may be displayed in numerous foreign
cuirency denominations. The infonnation generated by processor 26 and displayed on display

32 IS communicated to participants at remote locations 12 via a broadcaster system 34.

Broadcaster 34 may include a conventional broadcaster television system whose output is

supplied via communications link 36 to network 16. Broadcaster 34 may include a

conventional television system, in addition to a sateUite communications system, cable network,
or die Lke, Information generated by broadcaster system 34 is displ^ed on displays 20 at each
remote location 12. Broadcaster system 34 may capture a live "picture" of the auctioneer 24 at
aucuon site 14 conducting the auction including piaures and other details of the equipment
bemg auctioned. In this mamier, each participant at remote location 12 has the sense of
physically being present at auction site 14 during die auaion. Broadcaster system 34 furtiier

captures information displayed on display 32 for transmission to each remote location 12. In
this manner, during the bidding process real-rime information is available to each bidder at
remote site 12 during the auction.

Referring now to FIG. 2, prior to commencement of die auction, communications
paths are established between each remote location 12 and the auction site 14 via networi. 16.
For example, a bidder at remote location 12a places a telephone caU to the auaion site 14 using
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a telephone input device 18, A bidder may call a 1-800 telephone number to auction site 14 at

step 40, thereby establishing a commimications path via link 22a, network 16, and link 28 to

receiver/transmitter processor 26. Acknowledgment of the call to the participant at location

12a is made by processor 26 by generating a greeting to the participant and a prompt for the

participant's password at step 42. Upon hearing the prompt, the participant inputs a password

utilizing input device 18. A decision is made at step 44 by processor 26 to determine whether

the password has been correctly input by the participant. If no password has been input, the

telephone call is terminated by processor 26 at step 46. If the proper password has been input

and received by processor 26, processor 26 prompts the participant at remote site 12a for a

personal identification number (PIN) at step 48. The participant then enters the participant's

PIN number through input device 18. Processor 26 then determines at step 50 whether a

proper PIN number has been received. If no proper PIN number has been received, the

telephone call is tenninated at step 52. If the PIN number has been received, processor 26

prompts the participant for the participant's bidder number at step 54. Processor 26 then

determines whether a proper bidder number has been input by a participant at step 56. If the

bidder number has been entered and accepted, the process continues to step 70 (FIG. 3).

If processor 26 determines that no correct bidder number was input from a

participant at remote location 12a, processor 26 assigns a bidder number to the participant at

step 58. Processor 26 then prompts the participant for a bidder number at step 60. The

participant then inputs the newty- assigned bidder number and processor 26 determines if the

bidder number has been input at step 62. If no bidder number has been input, the telephone

call is terminated at step 64. If an acceptable bidder nmnber has been input at step 62, the

process continues at step 70 (FIG. 3).

At this point, prior to commencement of the auction, each participant at remote

locations 12 are linked via network 16 to auction site 14. Processor 26 continuously monitors

each input device 18 at remote locations 12 as well as transmits data to each remote location 12

over the established communication links. Prior to commencement of the auction, data such

as, for example, sales information, auction messages and instructions, and music may be

transmitted to each remote location 12.

Referring now to FIG. 3, prior to commencement of an auction, various parameters

are initialized and displayed at auction site 14 at step 66. Auctioneer 24 via terminal 30 inputs

to processor 26 data relating to a lot number, the initial asking bid, a predefined increment, and

foreign currency conversion factors for currency denominations for the remote locations

participating in the auction. This information is utilized by processor 26 to generate data for
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display 32. Display 32 in turn provides data to broadcaster system 34 which commtuiicates the
infonnation on display 32 via communications link 36, network 16, and communications link

22 to displ^ 20 at remote locations 12. Therefore, prior to commencement of the auction of
each lot. each participant possesses information relating to the lot number, asking bid and its

equivalent in any foreign currencies involved in die auction. Throughout the auction, display

32 ,s updated to reflect actual bids made during the auction (and may further include the
amount required to displace the last bid) such that each participant at a remote location 12

participates in real-time at the auction and has current bidding information. The effect of the
"real-time" display and participation is that while some minimal communication/calculation
delays may be present, participants wiU be able to effectively interact with and see current

infomution on the auction process as if xhe participants were actually present at auction site 14.

An additional parameter that is initialized is the duration or cycle time during which
bids are accepted. This parameter may also be adjusted by auctioneer 24 during the auction.

After initialization of tiie system, processor 26 begins accepting bids at step 70 from
the participants at remote locations 12. Participants at locations 12 utilizing input device 18
generate bid acceptance signals by utilizing input devices 18 such as, for example, by pressing
die "#» symbol key on a keypad of a telephone input device 18. Those participants not
wishing to enter a bid. do not touch any key on the telephone. Where processor 26 includes
voice recognition capabilities, a participant may indicate acceptance of a bid by speaking into
input device 18 such as "yip". Processor 26 continuously monitors communications link 28 for
input bids at step 72.

Processor 26 determines at step 74 whetiier a bid has been accepted. If a participant's
bid has not been accepted, a response is generated to each participant whose bid has not been
accepted at step 76. The response may include a predetemiined tone generated by transmitter

26 such as. for example, a "honk" sound or tiie words "Bid not talcen, please bid again"

communicated to a participant through device 18. If a bid has been accepted, a response is

generated to the participant at step 78 such as. for example, by generating a tone at transmitter

26 m die form of a "beep" sound or the words "Bid taken" indicating to the particular

participant at a remote location 12 that the bid has been accepted. At step 80, a decision is

made to determine whether tiie particular participant at remote location 12 has indeed made the
bid. The response to die bidder at step 78 includes a prompt to confinn whetiier tiie

participant made tiie bid. TTie participant may actuate a key on a telephone key pad at bput
device 18 to confinn tiie bid, if tiie bid is not confirmed, a subsequent prompt may be
generated to tiie participant, die participant may be routed to a help desk number, but after a
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predetermined time, if no confirmation is received, the participant may be locked out of

participating in the next bid cycle at step 82. Alternatively, in some embodiments, step 80 msy

be bypassed to increase the pace on the assumption that the already screened participants are

sincere, in this event only the winning bid is confirmed as in step 102 below.

Assuming that confirmation has been received (or alternatively bypassed) from the

particular participant that a bid has been made, display 32 is updated at step 82. Display 32

generates the current bid, the location of the bidder, and bidder identification. Auctioneer 24 is

also provided with bid acceptance information at step 84. At this point in the bidding process

of the auction, each participant receives real-time information acknowledging bid receipt and

the present status of the auction. All participants in the auction know the location of the

bidder, the amoimt of the accepted bid in the participant's currency value, and the bidder

identification number of the accepted bid.

A decision is then n^iade by auctioneer 24 at step 86 as to whether the accepted bid

was the final asking bid for the lot. If the decision is yes, the process continues to step 100

(FIG. 4). If the bid is not the fiinal asking bid at step 86, the asking bid is incremented in

accordance with the predetermined increments established at initialization at step 66. The

asking bid is then incremented and display 32 is updated at step 90. Additionally, the new

asking bid can be adjusted in real-time by auctioneer 24 as the bidding approaches the final bid.

The new asking bid is subsequently communicated to participants via broadcaster system 34.

The asking bid is incremented and a predetermined delay is incorporated into processor 26

before processor 26 begins accepting subsequent bids from participants at locations 12. In this

manner, processor 26 controls subsequent bid acceptances to prevent overrunning of system

10 and establishes a bidding acceptance window of time. The delay is adjustable by auctioneer

24 based upon the particular bidding environment and aggressiveness of participants. After

display 32 has been updated with current bidding information, the predetermined delay elapsed,

new bids are then accepted at step 70. The process continues as asking bids are incremented

and accepted until the auctioneer determines that the final asking bid has been accepted at step

86, and the process continues to step 100 (FIG. 4).

Auctioneer 24 may provide a warning that the current bid is about to be accepted as

the winning bid. The warning may be communicated through audio feedback (such as a

drumroU) or video feedback (such as a flashing bid amount or change in color of bid amount)

in display 32. Acceptance of the final bid by auctioneer 24 may also generate a real-time

response in the display 32 such as a cymbal-crash or visual acceptance signal with the accepted

bid amount. With the acceptance of the final bid, the auctioneer blocks or locks out all
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participants but the .vinning bidder and proceeds to the confirmation prx^cess with the winning
bidder.

Referring now to FIG. 4, with the acceptance of the final asking bid the last bidder is

notified that the final bid is a winning bid at step 100. Processor 26 notifies the winning bidder
and prompts the winning bidder to determine a confirmation at step 102. If confirmation is

not received, a notice is provided to auctioneer 24 at step 104. Auctioneer 24 will tiien provide
subsequent instructions to terminal 30 for communication to the winning bidder participant. If

confirmation is received at step 102, a decision is made at step 106 to determine if tire previous
lot was the last lot in the auction. If tiie decision is yes, the call communication patii between
remote locations 12 and auction site 14 is terminated at step 108. The auctioneer may also

chose to reopen bidding to tire entire audience at the level of the previous bid. If subsequent
lots are to be auctioned, the process continues to step 66 (FIG. 3) and new parameters are

initialized and displayed for a subsequent lot to be auctioned.

During the bidding process, processor 26 maintains an audit trail of each participants'

response, whether the bid is accepted or not.

It therefore can be seen diat tiie present remote auction bidding system allows

participants at remote locations from die auaion site to participate in an interactive manner in
an auction. Participants view a real-time video broadcast, via video conference, broadcast

television, sateUite, cable or Internet transmission and communicate bids utilizing an input
device such as, for example, a traditional telephone. Hie auaion is capable of incorporating
and receiving bids from remote participants having multi-cultures, language, and currencies.

Aldiough more sophisticated communication devices including, for example, two way pagers,
voice recognition systems, and the Internet may be utilized widi die presem invention, typical

telephone devices provide for a simple, low cost, communication vehicle for participating in an
auction conduaed utilizing the present system The communications network merely requires
a telephone infrastructure which can be based upon, for example, typical long distance

telephone lines, cellular systems, and satellite communication systems. The present system is

scalable to accommodate unlimited numbers of participants based upon die size of the
communications processor utilized at the auaion site. Additionally, communications via

network 16 may be secured utilizing encryption of data between the auaion site and remote
locations.
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Whereas the present invention has been described with respect to specific

embodiments thereof, it will be understood that various changes and modifications will be

suggested to one skilled in the art and it is intended to encompass such changes and

modifications as fall within the scope of the appended claims.
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1. An interactive remote auction bidding system for conducting an auction
among bidders located at remote locations from the auction site, each of the bidders having a
data mput device for communicating over a network to the auction site, the system comprising:

means located at the auction site for generating bid information and for transmitting
said bid mformation to the bidders at the remote locations utilizing the networl^

means located at the auction site for monitoring the network and the data input
devices and for sensing bidder bid acceptances generated by bidders utilizing the data input
devices; and

means located at the auction site for displaying in real-time, bid information for
transmission to the bidders at the remote locations utilizing the network.

2. The system ofQaim 1 wherein the data input devices include telephones and
said means for monitoring and sensing includes a dual tone multi-frequency receiver/processor.

3. The system ofQaim 1 wherein said sensing means senses bid acceptances
during a predetermined time period.

4. The system ofQaim 1 wherein said display means includes a display of a lot
number, a current bid, an asking bid, and bidder identification.

5. The system of Claim 1 wherein said display means includes a display of a
pluraKty of currency values representing a current bid and an aslcing bid.

6. ThesystemofClaimlwhereinsaiddisplaymeansindudesavideodisplayof
the auction site.

7. The system of Qaim 1 wherein said bid information generated by said
generating means includes asking bids and asking bid increments.
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8. An interactive remote auction bidding system for conducting an auction

among bidders located at remote locations from the auction site, each of the bidders having a

data input device for communicating over a network to the auction site, the system comprising:

means located at the auction site for generating asking bids, bid increments and bids

in a plurality of currency valuations;

means located at the auction site for monitoring the network and for sensing bidder

bid acceptances generated by the bidders utilizing the data input devices dtuing a

predetermined time period;

means located at the auction site for displaying in real-time, current bid acceptances,

an asking bid and bidder information; and

means located at the auction site for broadcasting in real-time, current bid

acceptances, an asking bid and bidder identification to the bidders at the remote locations

utilizing the network.

9. The system of Claim 8 wherein the data input devices include telephones and

said means for monitoring and sensing includes a dual tone multi-frequency receiver/processor.

10. The system of Qaim 8 wherein said display means displays a current bid and

an asking bid in a plurality of currency values.
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11. A method for conducting an auaion among bidders located at remote
locations from the auction site, each of the bidders having a data input device for
communicating over a network to the auction site, comprising:

generating at die auction site asking bids in a plurality of cuirenq. valuations;

monitoring at the auction site the network;

sensmg bidder bid acceptances generated by the bidders utilizing tiae data input
devices during a predetermined time period;

displ^g at the auction site in real-time, current bid acceptances, an asking bid and
bidder information; and

broadcasting in real-time, current bid acceptances, an asking bid and bidder
identification to the bidders at the remote locations utilizing the network.

12. The metiiod of Claim 1 1 wherein die data input devices include telephones
and the step of monitoring and sensing includes sensing dual tone multi-frequency signals.

13. ThemetiiodofClaimllwhereinthedisplayingstepdisplaysacurrembidand
an asking bid m a plurality of currency valuations.

14. The method of Claim 11 wherein the step of broadcasting includes
broadcasting via television.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
[received by the International Bureau on 2 November 1999 (02.1 1.99);

original claims 1, 8 and 1 1 replaced by amended claims bearing the same numbers;

claims 2, 3, 9 and 12 cancelled; remaining claims unchanged (3 pages)]

1 . An interactive real-time remote auction bidding system for

conducting an auction among a plurality ofbidders located at remote locations from

the auction site, each of the plurality ofbidders having a telephone including a dual

tone multifrequency transmitter/processor for communicating over a telephone

network to the auction site, the system comprising:

means located at the auction site for generating bid information and for

transmitting said bid information to the plurality of bidders at the remote locations;

dual tone multifrequency receiver/processors located at the auction site for

monitoring the telephone network for bid data generated by the plurality of bidders

via the bidder telephones and for capturing bidder bid acceptances generated by

bidders utilizing the bidder telephones, such that all of the plurality of bidders

participate throughout the entire auction until a final bid is accepted at the auction

site; and

means located at the auction site for displaying in real-time, bid information

for transmission in real-time to the plurality of bidders at the remote locations.

4. The system of Claim 1 wherein said display means includes a

display of a lot number, a current bid, an asking bid, and bidder identification.

5. The system of Claim 1 wherein said display means includes a

display of a plurality of currency values representing a current bid and an asking bid.

6. The system of Claim I wherein said display means includes a video

display of the auction site.

7. The system of Claim I wherein said bid information generated by

said generating means includes asking bids and asking bid increments.

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)
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11. A method for conducting an auction in real-time among a plurality ofbidders
located at remote locations fiom the auction site, each ofthe pluraUly ofbidders having a
telephone including a dual tone multifrequency transmitter/processor for communicating over
a telephone to the auction site, comprising:

generating at the auction site asking bids;

transmitting acceptances ofa bid at the remote location by the plurality ofbidders by
generatmg a tone using the bidder telephones, such that all ofthe pluraUty ofbidders
participate throughout the entire auction until a final bid is accepted at the auction site;

monitoring at the auction site the telephone network;

capturing at the auction site bidder bid acceptances generated by the plurality of
bidders utilizing the bidder telephones by detecting tones transmitted on the telephone

network;

displaying at the auction site in real-time, current bid acceptances, an asking bid and
bidder information; and

broadcasting in real-tune, current bid acceptances, an asking bid and bidder

identification to the plurality ofbidders at the remote locations.

13. The method ofClaim 1 1 wherein the displaying step displays a current bid

and an asking bid in a plurality ofcurrency valuations.

14. The method ofClaim 1 1 wherein the step ofbroadcasting includes

broadcasting via television.

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)
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8. An interactive real-time remote auction bidding system for conducting an

auction among a plurality ofbidders located at remote locations from the auction site, each of

the plurality of bidders having a telephone including a dual tone multifrequency

transmitter/processor for communicating over a telephone network to the auction site, the

system comprising:

means located at the auction site for generating asking bids, and bid increments;

dual tone multifrequency receiver/processor located at the auction site for

monitoring the telephone network for capturing bidder bid acceptances generated by the

plurality ofbidders utilizing the bidder telephones during a predetermined time period, such

that all ofthe plurality ofbidders participate throughout the entire auction until a final bid is

accepted at the auction site;

means located at the auction site for displaying in real-time, current bid acceptances,

an asking bid and bidder information; and

means located at the auction site for broadcasting in real-time, current bid

acceptances, an asking bid and bidder identification to the plurality ofbidders at the remote

locations.

10. The system ofClaim 8 wherein said display means displays a current bid and

an asking bid in a plurality of currency values.
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